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Dana Barrett and her little son, Oscar,
’% ,_j}' need the help of the Ghostbusters once

‘Q1 "‘ more!2

'— -. .. ,.1I -'»'-."_r-i -'. is

Unfonunately, the Ghostbusters no longer
exist!

Peter Venkman is a cable TV talk show
host. Egon Spengler is continuing his research
for a private corporation. Ray Stantz and
Winston Zeddemore earn a living by entertain-
ing at children‘s parties.

Dana manages to track down Egon, who
agrees to investigate the problem. During their
investigation, Egon, Hay and Peter discover a
long-abandoned subway station that has a

s l

;.

river of bubbling glowing slime running
through it that makes their new Giga meters
register right oh‘ the scale‘

/ Called to court for disobeying a c
L VF order to stop ghostbusting Bay, Egon and

Peter save the iudge from the Scoleri
T ‘Brothers ghosts The iudge releases hem

W from the court order and the Ghostbusters
resume their work Dana Barrett returns to the
Manhattan Museum of Art Dana does not yet
realize that her fellow art restorer, Janosz
Poha, is possessed by the powerful spirit that
exists within the painting he IS repairing This
ghost Vigo the Carpathian feeds off peoples
negative feelings (such as fear Jealousy

anger and cruelty)
Ftay and Egon experiment with the slime

sample from the subway tunnel They discover
that rt reacts to emotions, becoming agitated
when it feels a person s anger and mellow
when it feels someones happiness Also,
when painted or sprayed on an object the
ooze can make the object come to |lf8'



5; The Ghostbusters proceed to Liberty
.. |siand,enterthestatue andthen spray its

interior, from top to bottom, with slime.
‘=1 - Meanwhile, Dana and Oscar are trapped

On New Years Eve, Ray, Egon and
Winston return to the abandoned subway sta-
tion, disoovering that the massive flow of angry
slime is headed toward the museum. They
realize Vigo is the focus of the psychic
problems.

Meanwhile, things go completely haywire!
The Ft.M.S. Titanic finally docks in New
York. . .over 50 years late!

A well dressed woman is shocked when she
is bitten — not by a dog — but by her own mink
coat!

Arriving at the now slime-covered museum,
the Ghostbusters realize they need help from
a very special friend: the Statue of Liberty!

I?‘"R:3*_» it :5.
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in the museum with Janosz and the evil Vigo,
who pians to take over the world at midnight!

The Statue of Liberty, which the slime has
made animate, trots up Broadway.

i *5’ painting. Just then, the statue‘s hand
v 3” mashes through the skylight with its torch!

-".;-_-T-is-M
V '.ri‘S:3“):iv» ‘Ean-—--. -_-.1-. _

Near midnight, Vigo is almost free of the

s
Ghostbusters come raining down. They hose
down Janosz with slime, then turn their atten-
tion to Vigo, who grabs Ray! The Ghostbusters
spray him, hoping the slime won’t harm Ray.
(It doesn’t— Ray’s fine!) The paint on the
canvas melts, taking Vigo with it!

The mayor wants the Statue of Liberty
returned to its rightful place. The Ghostbusters
say they'll do the job— if the mayor pays their
bill! The mayor agrees, and a few days later,
the statue is restored to Liberty Island, and
everyone is happy.
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Ray Stantz (Dan Aykroyd)
Dan Aykroyd co-wrote the rst Ghost-
busters and in this sequel returns as both

<,§§t'wr-

star and co-writer! Aykroyd also co-wrote (and
starred-in); arid The BluesBrothers.
He also h'ad, inifi9.41‘, _TWl'l'l'Qhf Zone- The
Movie. Dragnet,
The GreatawA ', and My Stepmother is
an Alien. Dan was one of the original mem-
bers of Saturday Night Live and won an
Emmy in 1977.

Peter Venkman (Bill Murray)
Bill Murray plays the laid-back Dr. Peter
Venkman. Anything but laid-back himself,

Bill Murray has played a wide range of characters,
including roles in Little Shop of Horrors and The
Razors Edge. He first became famous when he

joined Saturday Night Live, creating an
army of weird characters including Nick the

Lizard and Todd the Nerd. His other
credits include Meatballs, Stripes,
Cadciyshack, Where the Buffalo Roam,

Mr. Mikes Mondo Video, and,
of course, Ghostbusters.

Dana Barrett (Sigourney Weaver)
Sigourney Weaver is as multi-talented,
brave and beautiful as her character,

Dana Barrett. $!1§:.w0r!$sd.han.qi.n. h.and.ittitb,w d.,

one Wornan"6r"Tw6, ' yewiirréss, J'§i1a'Tliém_
Year of Living Dangerously. She has also

appeared on and off Broadway in pre
ductions ranging from Shakespeare
(The Merchant of Venice) to modern

drama (Hun)/burly).
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Egon Spengler (Harold Ramis)
In real life Harold Fiamis is as busy as the
super-scientist, Professor Egon Spengler.
Repeating the roles of star and co-writer that he
had in Ghostbusters, Harold Bamis returns after
recent appearances in Baby Boom and Stealing
Home. (Strangely enough, these two films
were the rst ones he just acted in!) Harold
also co-wrote National Lampoonis Animal
House, Meatballs, and Armed and
Dangerous, and co-wrote and starred in
Stripes. He co-wrote and directed
Caddyshack and Club Paradise,
and directed National Lampoon's
Vacation. His only problem is find-
ing time to sleep.

z

Louis Tully (Flick Moranis)
inthe Ghostbusters sequel Flick Moranis
reprises the role of Louis Tully— now as
the accountant turned lawyer. An Emmy Award
winning writer, Rick Moranis also oo-directed and
co-wrote the motion picture Strange Brew. His im-
pressive acting credits include: Streets of
Fire, The Breakfast Club, Club Paradise,
Brewster's Millions and Little Shop ofHorrors,
just to name a few.

Ernie

"*0

Winston Zeddemore (Ernie Hudson)
portrays the courageous and down-

to-earth Ghostbuster, Winston Zeddemore. From
comedy to drama, Ernie Hudson has performed

in almost every type of filrn-and TV show. Hts
movie credits inolucie.Leviat_hah, Wrong Guys,
Collision Course, Weeds, Spacehunter: Ad-

ventures in the Forbidden Zone, Pen-
itentiary ll, Two of a Kind, Going Ber-

serk, The Jazz Singer and The Main
Event. His W appearances in-

‘ clude Private Eye, Mike Hammer,
St. Elsewhere, lhe A-Team, Webster

and Taxi.



In Ghostbusters ll, many expert special effects people planned,
designed and created incredibly realistic illusions.
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The Scoleri Brothers ghosts come alive to wreak havoc once again
and avenge themselves.

\



The Ghostbusters at the helm of the Statue of Liberty, fabricated on
a soundstage to look like the real thing.
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And, finally, three views of Slimer in action
dulging in his favorite activity. . .eatingl
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GHOSTBUSTERS ll (c) 1988 Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc
All rights reserved.
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